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ABSTRACT

Over the past five years, China’s numerous campaigns against illegal detentions have all failed. The detention rate is unreasonably high, and the prosecutor’s supervisory function is far from satisfactory in practice. This empirical study was conducted in a middle-sized Chinese city, based on the case files and statistics in 2001 and observations and interviews in 2002. The purpose of this research is to seize the academic void by demonstrating the critical elements of the constant failure of the detention reforms: the distorted police-prosecutorial relationship in practice. The law theoretically creates a structural balance between police and prosecutors for the detention system, based on their mutual reliance. Nonetheless, the outside interference breaks the balance, including the administrative power of the police and the influences from the political authority. As a result, the prosecutor has become a “toothless watchdog” that cannot effectively control the police misconducts, though it is vested in ultimate authority to supervise the police investigation. In contrast, like “the elephant in the room,” the police maintain actual predominance in the detention practice. This disparity between the “law in books” and the “law in action” is a result of inter-departmental competition of different interests in the system. The competition of organizational or sectional interests generates various forces (internal and external) that simultaneously support or limit the abuse of detention. Those forces interact with each other and change the ecology of criminal justice. In response to the political dynamics, police and prosecutors developed a “sliding scale” working relationship, formally and informally, beyond the legislative purpose and the institutional design. A comprehensive understanding of the political dynamics in the criminal justice system is fundamental to make further criminal policies and implement detention reforms.
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